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Abstrakt

Moderńı superpoč́ıtače se stávaj́ı stále složitěǰśımi, zejména d́ıky rozvoji
heterogenńıch a distribuovaných výpočetńıch zdroj̊u. Jejich složitost pak
ovlivňuje dostupné paralelńı programovaćı modely a jejich efektivitu. Tato
práce se zaměřuje na využit́ı superpoč́ıtač̊u pro spouštěńı simulaćı založených
na metodě Monte Carlo. Součást́ı práce je stručný formálńı základ metody,
včetně popisu jej́ıho historického vývoje. Dále je zde uvedený přehled par-
alelńıch programových model̊u a přehled historického vývoje v oblasti su-
perpoč́ıtač̊u od 50. let minulého stolet́ı až po současnost.
Hlavńım tématem práce je návrh a implementace dvou aplikaćı metody

Monte Carlo. Prvńı z nich je z oblasti hydrologie, kde je použita pro mod-
elováńı neurčitosti ve srážko-odtokových modelech. Tento výsledek může
přispět např. ke zlepšeńı krizového ř́ızeńı v př́ıpadě hroźıćı povodňové situ-
ace.
Implementace metody je nasazena na vysoce výkonnou výpočetńı infras-

trukturu, d́ıky které lze výsledky simulaćı, včetně odhadu jejich neurčitosti,
podle potřeby dodávat ve velmi krátkém čase. Metoda je integrována ve
specializovaném frameworku, který je optimalizovaný pro paralelńı výpočty.
Výstupy této aplikace metody jsou integrovány ve webovém rozhrańı systému
Floreon+, kde mohou být dále snadno využ́ıvány.
Druhá aplikace metody, kterou se tato práce zabývá, je z oblasti nav-

igace a optimalizace dopravy. Metoda Monte Carlo je zde použita pro
odhad distribuce času potřebného pro pr̊ujezd dané trasy s vyžit́ım algo-
ritmu Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing. Tato aplikace je integrována
v experimentálńı navigačńı službě, která může být dále použita pro optimal-
izaci dopravy v tzv. Smart Cities. Dı́ky optimalizaci implementace metody
je možné poskytovat optimálńı trasy velkému množstv́ı vozidel pohybuj́ıćım
se v dané oblasti.
Pro obě aplikace metody práce popisuje analýzu, návrh, implementaci

a nasazeńı na vysoce výkonnou výpočetńı infrastrukturu. Výpočetńı a
výkonnostńı experimenty byly rovněž provedeny pro obě popisované ap-
likace, výsledky jsou prezentovány v př́ıslušných kapitolách.
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1 Introduction

Popularity of Monte Carlo (MC) based methods has been growing steadily
since their introduction in the 1930s. First applications were from the field
of particle physics and were used during the Manhattan project in Los
Alamos. These were intended to be executed on computers which had neg-
ligible computing capabilities compared to modern high performance ma-
chines. With the onset of personal computers, supercomputers and overall
rapid development in this area, the Monte Carlo method spread to many
other fields. Beside traditional particle physics it can be found for ex-
ample in computational chemistry, engineering, earth sciences and also in
finance. It became a very popular due its simplicity and inherent potential
for scalability. It is even used in cases where analytical or numeric solution
is feasible. Thanks to these properties it is well established in the High
Performance Computing (HPC) community.
On current memory distributed computing clusters specialized hardware

accelerators are often providing the bulk of the computing power in a com-
bination with traditional CPUs. There are for example GPGPUs or Intel
Xeon Phi accelerators with their own niches, tools and programming mod-
els. On the other side there is special hardware used to accelerate machine
learning tasks and similar while all this hardware is connected by a high
bandwidth network which can be utilized by a Message Passing Interface.
Therefore, creating an efficient implementation for such a combination of
resources is often a tedious and ineffective task as it requires specialized
knowledge of the target processor architecture as well as domain of the
implemented algorithm.
According to Dirk P. Kroese [12, 13], widespread application of the

method has uncovered several open problems. One of them is varying effi-
ciency of parallel implementations of the current state of the art algorithms.
This is especially true while porting legacy code which has been parallelized
only partially to work on a single compute node or even on a single core.
Complexity of emerging computing platforms is reaching new heights, es-
pecially with the introduction of heterogeneous computing hardware. Run-
ning legacy code on these new machines can be a very tedious task without
help of a proper programming model. Goal of this work is to provide an
insight into implementation process of three MC applications and to pro-
vide a summary of precautions that have to be taken when porting a MC
application to modern heterogeneous HPC infrastructure.
This work focuses on addressing several of the problems suggested by
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Kroese by documenting the design and implementation of two Monte Carlo
applications. Both applications are optimized and deployed on a HPC in-
frastructure. The first application comes from the hydrology field where
it is used to model uncertainty in Rainfall-Runoff models. The second ap-
plication is an approximation of the stochastic routing problem, which is
increasingly relevant in traffic optimization in the context of future Smart
cities.

1.1 Thesis Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to describe design, implementation and
deployment on HPC infrastructure of the following Monte Carlo applica-
tions:

• Uncertainty modelling in Rainfall-Runoff models

• Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing

Objectives summary

• Provide a historical overview of HPC hardware evolution along with
future outlook

• Describe important architectural features of modern computing hard-
ware along with common performance metrics

• Survey current parallel programming models with emphasis on het-
erogeneity

• Design and implement a MC based uncertainty modelling method for
Rainfall-Runoff models

• Implement and optimize the Probabilistic Time-Dependent routing
algorithm for HPC infrastructure

• Perform computational and performance experiments for both appli-
cations
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1.2 Structure

This summary of doctoral thesis is divided into the following sections. Sec-
tion 1 provides introduction, motivation and summary of the thesis objec-
tives. Section 2 describes uncertainty modelling in Rainfall-Runoff models.
MC based model of uncertainty is described along with accompanying sta-
tistical analysis which provided the probability distributions used to model
the uncertainty. Parallel programming model used to implement the sim-
ulation framework is discussed. The developed simulation framework was
used as a use-case application in the HARPA FP7 project and was pub-
lished in a journal with impact factor [5] and several conference proceedings
[14, 17–22, 27, 28].
Section 3 describes the MC based Probabilistic Time-Dependent Rout-

ing (PTDR) algorithm. Introduction in the domain of stochastic routing
problem is provided along with an overview of different approaches avail-
able to solve the problem. A MC based approximation is formally described
there. Parallel implementation of the algorithm integrated to an experimen-
tal server-side routing service is discussed. Computational results obtained
on the host CPUs and Intel Xeon Phi accelerators and validation of the
approach are provided. This work has been used as a use-case application
in the ANTAREX H2020 project, the obtained results are also discussed
there. Work in this section has been published at several conferences [7–9,
15] and published in an impacted journal [30].
The last Section 4 provides discussion of the results, an outline of the

dissertation and future work.

2 Rainfall-Runoff Uncertainty Modelling

Rainfall-Runoff (RR) modelling plays a significant role in the disaster man-
agement process. It describes a natural process in which the rainfall is
transformed to runoff in a given watershed area. Depending on level of
complexity, the models can take into account various properties of the river
basin, such as its geological, physical or topological parameters. It can be
used to model and predict outflow from a river basin during a storm which
brings heavy rainfall. The data provided can be further used as an input
to hydrodynamic (HD) models which are used to model the possible extent
of the inundation. Simulation results can be used by municipal authorities
and emergency services for better coordination of evacuation and rescue op-
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erations. The models can simulate behaviour of the watershed for a given
time span divided by a given number of time steps. Resolution and length
of the interval depends on availability and precision of the input data [1].
In this work we use two semi-distributed RR models. The Math1D model

is an experimental in-house semi-distributed model. It uses the SCS-CN
method [1] for transforming rainfall to runoff, kinematic wave approxima-
tion parameterized by the Manning’s roughness coefficient N , which ap-
proximates physical properties of the river channel [29] and the unit hydro-
graph method to model transformation of excess precipitation to surface
runoff. HEC-HMS is the second RR model, distributed as a free-to-use
Java application with computational routines implemented as native dy-
namic library called via the Java Native Interface. It uses a custom binary
data format called HEC-DSS designed for handling sequential time series
data. It offers more methods for modelling individual elements of the RR
process compared to Math1D [3].

2.1 Monte Carlo uncertainty modelling in Rainfall-Runoff
models

Accurate estimate of runoff from rainfall is one of the most important parts
of the flood prediction process. Runoff is usually defined as water that flows
over the soil surface toward the catchment outlet rather than infiltrating into
the soil [1, 29].The process is affected by many factors, e.g. basin properties
such as basin size, basin shape, stream meanders, slope, roughness or soil
properties, including soil texture and composition. For all parts of the
rainfall-runoff process, different modelling methods are usually used. These
methods and their parameters are able to describe elements of the process
with varying levels of precision.
The purpose of RR models is to describe the rainfall-runoff process of the

given catchment. The model inputs usually consist of physical parameters
(e.g. topography, loss coefficients) and weather conditions (e.g. rainfall in-
tensity) of the examined area. Standard output of the model is the surface
runoff hydrograph which is available for every computational unit (sub-
basin in the case of semi-distributed models). Initial parameters of the
models are set by hydrologist at the beginning and are calibrated using
historical measured data from precipitation gauges and river monitoring
stations. A single simulation is then executed using the calibrated param-
eters followed by a hydrodynamic simulation.
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Figure 1: Hydrodynamic simulation output with uncertainty

The next step is the uncertainty simulation which begins by sampling
the probability distribution of the individual model parameters. The sim-
ulation is executed in parallel for each sampled set of parameters. Results
are gathered and processed to create a set of inputs for the following hy-
drodynamic simulation (Figure 1). Summarized results of the RR and HD
simulations are stored for visualisation in web-based application front end.
The method provides cumulative probability function curves, which are

then used for sampling of the precipitation forecast error. Discrete points
of the cumulative density function are stored in a binary tree in which keys
are the actual probabilities p ∈ (0, 1) and values are forecast error values
in mm/h. Canonical probability p is generated by using a pseudo-random
number generator. Binary tree search is performed using the generated
probability and the two nearest forecast error values are selected. The
final forecast error sample is obtained by interpolation between the two
obtained points from the binary tree. Individual sets of the forecast input
precipitation are then generated by adding sampled error values to each of
the input precipitation values.

2.2 Implementation

Uncertainty modelling and calibration have big impact on the accuracy and
scope of information provided by the online flood monitoring and prediction
process, but this integration places several limitations and requirements for
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their implementation and operation. As the Floreon+ system uses several
models to lower the impact of their individual weaknesses and provide better
results, both methods have to be implemented for all used models. At the
same time, the online flood prediction process has to provide its results
quickly to be of any value to the emergency and rescue services.
The main objective of the implemented framework is to create a common

interface for initialization, execution and gathering of simulation results
for different implementations of RR models. The models usually share
common input parameters such as catchment schematisation and hydro-
meteorological data but their application programming interfaces (API) and
implemented modelling methods differ.

2.2.1 Parallel programming model

The framework is implemented using the C++ programming language as it
is well supported by common tool chains available in the HPC environment.
It also allows the use of highly optimized libraries like Intel MKL or parallel
models like OpenMP and MPI. Parallel execution is present on several levels
in the framework. The lowest level are the models itself. The Math1D model
is sequential, even though there are opportunities for optimization, at the
time of writing this work, the model has already been marked as obsolete
and phased out of production. The HEC-HMS is multi-threaded and uses
proprietary parallel execution strategy [3].
The method described above in Section 2.1 has three consecutive phases.

The framework makes use of MPI for multi-node execution. It uses standard
master-slave model, where one process drives the synchronization points and
creates tasks sent to the slave processes. In the first phase, the distribu-
tions are sampled and input data sets for the models are created according
to the configuration. It can be selected which parameters are subject to
uncertainty modelling, which distribution to use and its parameters. The
total amount of samples is evenly distributed across the MPI ranks where
each rank generates its portion of samples in parallel using OpenMP.
The third stage of the method is the gathering of the results and post-

processing. This is done again via collective MPI calls and data are pro-
cessed on the master rank using Vector Statistics Library which is a part of
the Intel MKL. In this stage, percentiles and other variable characteristics
are determined for each simulation time step.
Generation of parameters and execution of the model is again using MPI

for communication and synchronization. In the case of uncertainty simula-
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tion execution with more than one MPI rank, the total number of generated
sets is evenly distributed between individual ranks. Each rank then gen-
erates its own parameter set as sampling of the distributions is entirely
independent. However, pseudo-random generators are used to draw values
from the distributions, so correct seeding of the generators is necessary to
avoid drawing from overlapping sequences in different MPI ranks. In this
case, the implementation uses a so-called ”leapfrogging” technique which
essentially seeds the RNG so that it skips a given amount of values in the
pseudo random sequence. Results of the percentile selection are then stored
by a specific implementation of the DataStorage class.

2.3 Experiments

Rainfall-runoff simulations were performed for a catchment area of the Os-
travice river located in the Moravian-Silesian region of the Czech Republic.
Simulations were executed with hourly precipitation data from a selected
7-day time frame. In the first 5 days, the observed data was used only
with parameter uncertainty applied. In the last 2 days, rainfall ALADIN
forecast is used and its uncertainty is modelled by the methods described
in previous sections.
The time period of the data is between 12–19 May 2010, during which

a major rainfall event occurred in the modelled catchment and its influ-
ence on the water flow is clearly visible. Different line types in the output
hydrographs show percentiles selected from the simulation output. All hy-
drographs show simulated water discharge on the catchment outlet located
in the city of Ostrava.

2.3.1 Uncertainty of the ALADIN forecasts

The following simulations were performed using estimated probability dis-
tribution of the precipitation forecast. The boundary between observed
precipitations (5 days) and forecast precipitations (2 days) in output hy-
drographs is marked by a black vertical line.
The selected percentiles in the simulation on Figure 2 tend to have higher

values than the original simulation [5]. Generated samples for the Monte
Carlo simulations followed this identified distribution and provided a more
precise estimation of the resulting river discharge.
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Figure 2: Simulation of the precipitation forecast uncertainty using 30 000
Monte Carlo samples

2.3.2 Schematization parameters

The next experiment was focused on the uncertainty simulation of selected
model parameters. However, used probability distributions are based only
on expert assumptions and not on real data. The main purpose of this sim-
ulation is to look at possible effects of predictable changes of the parameter
values on the simulation output.

2.3.3 Scalability

A strong scalability experiment was executed for different amounts of sam-
ples. The experiments were executed on the Anselm supercomputer oper-
ated by IT4Innovations [10] consisting of 209 compute nodes, each running
one MPI process with 16 OpenMP threads available. The experiments were
executed using the Math1D model, thanks to a fact that HEC-HMS model
is not very well parallelized and its usage imposes a significant amount of
overhead related to data conversion.
Individual runs of the model during the uncertainty simulation are in-

dependent of each other and most of the MPI communication occurs at
the beginning of the simulation during scattering of the input data chunks
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Figure 3: Simulation of the CN number, Manning’s coefficient and precip-
itation forecast uncertainty using 75 000 samples with uniform
distribution of the parameters, 20% deviation

to running processes and at the end during gathering of the final results.
Variations of the speed-up factor can be attributed to different utilization
of the internal cluster network and variations in the run-time environment
during the execution of the experiments. Figures 4 and 5 shows scalability
and speedup up to 192 CPU cores (12 nodes of the Anselm cluster) which
gives us around 500 seconds of run time with the highest amount of sam-
ples (10 000). The time is sufficient enough given the fact that precipitation
forecast is computed every 6 hours in our case.

3 Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing

Traffic navigation can be formulated as a problem of finding path between
two vertices in a graph. The road network can be described as a weighted
and oriented graph G = (V,E), where vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} repre-
sent junctions and edges E = {e1, e2, . . . , em} represent the individual road
segments. In a static graph, there is also a function f : E ↦→ R which
assigns each edge a weight w. A path in a graph is a sequence of vertices
connected by their adjacent edges between two vertices called origin o and
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destination d such that o, d ∈ V and o ̸= d.
The optimality of a selected path depends on the weighting function of

the graph. The shortest path is based on geographical distance between
two adjacent vertices of a graph, therefore the weighting function assigns
each segment its length according to its geometry. However, users of a
traffic navigation often require a path which will take the least amount of
time. Such a path does not necessarily need to be the shortest one. Due to
the inherent properties of traffic it can vastly differ from the shortest one,
especially in the context of large cities. Speed on the road segments can be
affected by various elements, such as accidents, weather, traffic congestion,
road work and so on.
It can be derived from observation of the road network state over time.

There are various instruments available for traffic monitoring such as traffic
cameras, induction coils at junctions, toll gates, GPS monitoring and so on.
Even though these instruments are becoming more and more widespread,
the coverage of the road network is still not optimal. Heterogeneity of the
instruments impose additional problems with data processing, normaliza-
tion and actual representation of the observed data.
In the most basic case, mean speed for each segment is derived from such

data. However, this still does not reflect the dynamic properties of the
traffic. It has been shown that speed on a segment can be described by a
random variable with given probability distribution [4]. Inherent property
of traffic is that it is spatially and temporally dependent. The first case
describes how single event on one segment can affect speed on many other
segments. The second case describes periodic events which occur in traffic,
such as morning traffic peak, weekends, holidays or special events.

3.1 Stochastic time-dependent graph

Distributions of travel time for the individual segments are derived from
traffic monitoring data and other data sources. In this work we call the
distributions probabilistic speed profiles or simply, profiles. Our definition
of a stochastic road network is similar to the definition described by Miller-
Hooks [16], with the exception of travel times, which are defined by values
of speed with given probability valid within a certain time interval.
Let Gs = (G, T, P ), where G is the original static graph, T be the set of

possible departure times such that T = {t : t = n · ϕ, n ∈ N} and P set
of the probabilistic speed profiles, where each profile is associated with a
particular edge and particular time of departure. The length of the interval
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ϕ is determined by the input data from which the profiles are derived.
Each profile p ∈ P is essentially an empirical CDF of travelling speed

P t
E(s) = P (S ≤ s) valid for a time interval t and assigned to a road seg-

ment represented by a graph edge E. The distribution support points are
represented by pairs of speed and probability. The number of values de-
pends on the method used for deriving the profiles from historical traffic
monitoring data. In our case, the number of values correspond to the so-
called levels of service (LoS) which can be related to subjective perception
of quality of the traffic flow.
It is described as percentage, where 100% corresponds to free flow speed

and 0% to congestion. In our case, we use 4 LoS, therefore each profile P t
E.

Other factors such as holidays or annual events which affect traffic over time
can be included by extending the time frame ϕ. The number of LoS values
depends on characteristics of the input data used for creation of the speed
profiles.

3.2 Travel time estimation with Monte Carlo

This section describes the probabilistic time-dependent algorithm based on
the Monte Carlo method used as an approximation of the stochastic routing
problem. In this case, the random variable is travel time along a given path
starting at a certain time of departure t. The selected path can be formally
represented as a sequence of graph edges Sp = s1, s2, . . . , sn, while Sp ∈ E
and n = |Sp| is the number of road segments in the current path.
The travel time can be estimated by traversing the path segments and

sampling the respective probability speed profiles. The traversal essentially
forms a tree with the root at the starting segment and the end segment on
the leafs. Each node has l children, where l is a number of the LoS and the
tree depth corresponds to |Sp|. The travel time can be obtained by a depth
first search, while selecting an arbitrary child node at each level of the tree.
One traversal corresponds to a single car travelling along the entire path,
thus sampling the total travel time distribution. Exhaustive search provides
the best estimation of the final distribution, however, it is inefficient for
larger problems as it scales exponentially with the number of road segments
in the path. By generating a large number of random tree traversals, enough
samples can be obtained to estimate the final distribution.
Travel times usually have a long tailed distribution due to inherent prop-

erties of traffic [26]. The distribution tail is especially interesting for prob-
ability estimation of rare events, such as accidents. Thus, larger number of
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samples is needed to obtain sufficient precision. Since each tree traversal
is independent, this problem is perfectly suitable for modern parallel ar-
chitectures. In order to exploit this parallelism it is necessary to know the
number of travel times estimations (samples) that are required to build the
final distribution. More details about the algorithm itself are in [25].

3.3 Server-side routing service

The estimated travel time distributions can be presented to the users to-
gether with a number of alternative paths and they can choose the optimal
path on their own based on statistics obtained from the distribution (mean,
sample deviation or percentile). Automating the selection process can be
used to optimize traffic in a given region or entire city. We propose a server-
side routing service with a three stage routing pipeline which integrates the
PTDR algorithm. The service can be used by a client application running
in the user’s smartphone.
The service uses a global view of the traffic network which also includes

a model of historical behaviour of the network based on the probabilistic
speed-profiles. The global view is used by a routing pipeline which consists
of various algorithms used to determine the best route for a particular
vehicle given the time of departure. The traffic can be affected by various
sources like weather, accidents, social events, holidays and others. The data
fusion process combines data from the various sources to create the global
view used by the pipeline.

3.3.1 Pipeline stages

The routing request is the input to the pipeline visible in the Figure 6.
It consists of the origin and destination points with optional way-points
between them. The points can be specified either by their GPS coordinates
or by a concrete routing graph node IDs. Internally, the closest routing
graph node is determined using a database which implements spatial indexes
and provides a convenient SQL interface. Another input parameter is the
departure time. Static parameters of the pipeline are not tied to a particular
routing request and are related to the individual algorithms.
The first stage of the pipeline is the k-alternative path algorithm which

finds k paths between the supplied origin and destination points while the
first path corresponds to the optimal route provided by the standard Dijk-
stra algorithm and the subsequent paths can follow a different set of road
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Figure 6: Three stage routing pipeline integrated to the server-side naviga-
tion service.

segments depending on a static parameter which describes the amount of
an allowed difference between the paths.
The second stage is the Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing. Travel

time estimation is performed for the k input paths. The most important
static parameter of this stage is the amount of MC samples to be obtained
in the simulation. This parameter directly affects the amount of compute
resources needed for this stage and the precision of the output. The num-
ber of samples can be estimated using a machine learning approach and
autotuning framework like mARGOt. Experimental integration of such a
framework is described later in Section 3.4.
For practical purposes, probabilistic speed profiles are present only for

segments which are in the the first three levels of the road hierarchy (i.e.
motorways, main city arteries and country side motorways). Subsequently,
only those segments which are affected by the varying traffic load have speed
profiles generated. Other segments use a predetermined value of a free flow
speed. This value and selection of the segments is determined by the data
fusion process and is out of scope of this work.
The estimated travel time distribution is then described using a set of

sample statistics (mean, sample deviation and a set of percentiles). This
set of statistics along with the original k-set of paths is passed to the last
stage of the pipeline which reorders the paths using the supplied data from
the previous two stages along with current data from the global view and
prediction of the traffic load on the individual segments over time. Weights
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of the individual paths are computed and the best one is returned to the
client as the current optimal path.
This last reordering stage is an important step in the pipeline as it allows

correct traffic flow division. It takes into account the historical behaviour
of the traffic, static data obtained from the routing graph (path length,
max. allowed speed, road classification, etc.) and current state of the
network with short-term extrapolation of the future load. An influence of
the individual elements of the reordering phase can be adjusted by setting
the corresponding weights, allowing definition of different strategies [6]. The
strategies can roughly correspond to the notion of reliable path objectives
defined earlier in Section 3.4 within the stochastic routing problem context.

3.4 Implementation and server-side routing integration

The implementation pseudo code is presented in code listing 1. The parallel
implementation is done using the OpenMP at the outermost loop which
iterates over the selected number of samples. Then the list of segments is
traversed and for each segment random travel time is obtained by calling
the ComputeTravelTime function. This function samples the profiles and
obtains a value of travelling speed. Then it computes distance travelled by
this speed in a time remaining in the current time interval ϕ. The function
needs to handle switching of profiles which are valid only during the time
interval ϕ. The function continues to use the subsequent profiles as long as
there is a remaining distance to be travelled on the current road segment.
A naive approach to sampling the speed profile would be based on gener-

ating a canonical probability p ∈ (0; 1) and iterating through the individual
support points until a speed is selected. This approach is highly ineffec-
tive since it relies on a number of conditional jumps in the implementation
which can result in pipeline thrashing and cache misses leading to poor
performance in modern superscalar processors. Example speed profile is in
Table 1.
A more suitable method is known as the table method. This method is

based on quantization of the individual distribution support points to an
array of a fixed length. An example of profile encoded by this method is
shown in Table 2. The tables contains the probabilistic profile for single
time interval t and graph edge e. The speed values are inserted in the array
so that each value occupies a number of array indexes determined by its
assigned probability. This method is much faster because the speed can
be sampled just by obtaining the value of a randomly selected index of the
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Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo Simulation for the Computation of the Prob-
ability Distribution of Travel Time for Given Array of Road Segments,
Departure Time and Number of Samples

1: procedure MonteCarloSimulation(segments, td, samples)
2: for all samples do
3: t = td ▷ set time t to departure time td
4: for s in segments do
5: r = random number between 0 and 1
6: t = ComputeTravelTime(s, t, r) ▷ speed profile is selected

by r
7: end for
8: add travel time t to result
9: end for
10: end procedure

array. To obtain a speed value from the array A a random index is selected
by generating value ip ∈ ⟨0; |A|), where ip ∈ N. This approach offers a
significant performance improvement at the cost of increased memory re-
quirements and the need for generation of the quantized array. This method
has one major flaw as the length of the quantized array directly depends on
the number of significant decimal points in probability values of the indi-
vidual support points and on the number of the support points themselves.
At a certain point, memory requirements of this method will become too
large to maintain a sufficient level of precision. This flaw imposes a severe
limitation on the way how the probabilistic speed profiles are generated.
Another suitable method is known as the alias method [11]. Memory

requirements of this method depend only on the number of the support
points of the distribution and are not affected by the floating point precision.
This method can be used with the support points having arbitrary number
of decimal places compared to the table method at the cost of a longer time
needed to generate the probability and alias structures.
Intel provides an optimized version of the Intel MKL for the Xeon Phi in

its SDK and we have decided to use their Mersenne-Twister implementa-
tion. This implementation uses vector instructions and allows us to generate
the random numbers in batches which leads to a more efficient use of the
coprocessor. In the current version of our code, the random number genera-
tion takes only approx. 20% of the computation time according to the Intel
VTune profiler in comparison with 90% in the previous version of the code.
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Table 1: Raw probabilistic speed pro-
file

Speed (km/h) Probability

83.45 0.210

61.33 0.058

39.46 0.290

14.39 0.442

Table 2: Profile encoded by the table
method

Index Speed (km/h)

0 83.45

1 83.45

2 61.33

3 39.46

4 39.46

5 39.46

6 14.39

7 14.39

8 14.39

9 14.39

In case the Intel MKL is not available on the target system, RNG from the
standard library can still be used. (std::mt19937 64). Its performance is
however much lower compared to the MKL solution, especially on the Xeon
Phi accelerator [31].

3.5 Experiments, scalability and optimizations

The first set of experiments is focused on the algorithm implementation
alone, its verification and scalability. We have focused on optimization for
host CPU and Intel Xeon Phi accelerator. For this set of experiments we
have used profiles generated from public domain data from UK motorway
monitoring [2]. The second set of experiments deals with integration to
the traffic routing pipeline and validation of its function using an enhanced
traffic simulator. These experiments are also used to validate the run-time
optimization provided by the ANTAREX toolbox.
An example of simulation output is presented in Figures 7a and 7b. The

single profile simulation (top) uses a selected profile as a starting point, then
runs the simulation for the entire path. In this case, the starting point was
determined by week day (Tuesday) and time (8:00 AM). The simulation
with all profiles (bottom) runs the algorithm for all available speed profiles
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selected by their parameters. (i.e. days of the week and 15 minute intervals
of a single day).
The first simulation provides information about the most probable travel

time along the given path and for a selected time of departure. Based on
results of our simulation shown in Figure 7a, it can be said that if you
drive from Sunderland to Thetford on Tuesday around 8:00 AM, you will
most probably reach your destination in about 6 hours and 30 minutes
(23,200 s). By looking at results of the simulation for all profiles in Figure
7b, it is evident that the estimated travel time can vary through the week,
however the journey will most likely take no more than 5 hours and 30
minutes (19,800 s).
Various other factors involving configuration of the run time environ-

ment can affect performance of the coprocessor. One of the factors in our
case was thread allocation strategy. Our code is parallelized using the
OpenMP standard. Intel provides its own OpenMP implementation as part
of the Xeon Phi Manycore Software Stack (MPSS) tool-chain. The library
allows to choose between various thread allocation strategies by setting
KMP AFFINITY environment variable [31].
There are three main strategies. The compact strategy allocates whole

cores in blocks. For example, running 40 threads on the Phi would use only
10 cores since a single core runs 4 hardware threads. The scatter strategy
assigns threads to cores evenly in round-robin fashion across all cores. The
explicit strategy is the last one and allows explicit assignment of a given
software thread to a particular core.
Measurements of the code scalability with the compact and scatter strat-

egy are presented in Figure 8. The scatter strategy is more suitable in
our case since our code is memory/branch bound and running more than 2
threads per core creates unwanted congestion during memory reads.
Another factor involved is the cache hierarchy of the coprocessor. The

Xeon Phi has 32 + 32 kB (instruction, data) L1 cache and 512 kB L2 data
cache per core. The graph in Figure 9 shows differences in performance of
the code on cold and hot caches. The cold cache times were measured from
a single execution of the code on the coprocessor for a different number of
threads. The hot cache times were measured as average of 10 successive
runs of the code.
The graphs show that the correct use of the cache memory can provide

significant speed up of our code. Unfortunately, the input data for single
run will most likely differ each time, since most of the user requests will be
computed for different road segments and start time. The real world use
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Figure 7: Example of the Simulation Output
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Figure 8: Scalability of Simulation for All Available Profiles on the Xeon
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of the coprocessor is reflected by the cold cache measurement which means
we are able to effectively use only half of the resources available for efficient
use of the coprocessor.
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Figure 9: Scalability of Simulation for All Available Profiles on the Xeon
Phi Coprocessor

Scalability of the code on the host CPU is presented in Figure 10. The
code scales very well while execution time is approx. 2 times shorter when
running on single 12 core Haswell CPU than on the coprocessor. The code
running on the CPU benefits from L3 data cache as well as from out-of-order
execution and more sophisticated memory prefetching.
Measured times of execution on the coprocessor are presented in the Table

3 and measured times on the host CPU in Table 4. All measurements were
performed with 1,000 samples run, threads were distributed evenly across
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Table 3: Measured Run Times on the Coprocessor

Threads
Times [ms]

Scatter Compact Cold Hot

1 40,111 40,207 40,162 40,118

61 637 995 819 705

122 410 571 731 514

244 332 331 955 553

all available cores of the target platform (except for the compact thread
affinity strategy).
The early version of our code computed the index of the profile on a given

day from time specified in UNIX timestamp format. The computation of
the profile index involved several system function calls (namely localtime)
which posed a significant bottleneck in the multi-threaded environment on
the coprocessor. The next version was based on simple data types and did
not use any date-time related functions from the C standard library.
However, profiling in Intel VTune suggested that another bottleneck ap-

peared as we used pseudo-random number generation routines (introduced
in C++11) available in C++ Standard Library. The slowdown was appar-
ent especially when using large number of threads such as on Xeon Phi
accelerator, since the library implementation was mainly sequential and
thus unsuitable for usage on the Xeon Phi due to a lack of any parallelism
and vectorization.
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Table 4: Measured Run Times on the Host CPU

Threads Times [ms]

1 1,973

12 (single CPU) 166

24 (two CPU) 85

Another significant speed up was gained by using the builtin expect

construct which serves as a hint to the instruction pipeline prefetch. This
helped overcome unnecessary instruction pipeline flushes. Focus of our opti-
mization effort is now on finding of a suitable modification of the algorithm
which would allow us to use the power of the Xeon Phi vector processing
unit and on optimization of the data access pattern to help cache memory
usage.

3.5.1 Routing pipeline integration experiments

To verify the function of the experimental server-side navigation service
with the integrated ANTAREX tools, we used an internally developed sim-
ulator system [23]. The system is able to simulate a large number of cars
driving around in a given area while affecting load on road segments in a
virtual traffic network, as well as traffic events (for example: closures, road
works, and traffic jams) affecting the network throughput. The cars use the
navigation service continuously to obtain the best possible route.
The goal is to validate the solution in terms of its ability to reduce total

travel time of all cars in the system through our road-balanced routing
algorithm and assess the associated costs. Figure 7 (snapshot of a real
simulation run) shows the principal outcome of our solution (left – all drivers
use the same route for going from A to B; right – the routes are distributed).
The impact is functional - how much we can save on average travel time,
and computational - at what cost we can provide this solution.
A specific simulation scenario was defined and executed several times

using only basic routing algorithms. The output of different runs, which
resulted in traffic jams, was processed by the data fusion. Probabilistic
speed profiles provided by the fusion reflected the behaviour of the traffic
network during the simulated traffic jams. The generated speed profiles
were then used to run the same scenario, this time with a full pipeline, which
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included a navigation algorithm with k-alternative paths, Probabilistic time
dependent routing algorithm (PTDR), and reordering phases. This run
was also used to validate the DSL integration and autotuning of the PTDR
phase [30]. The individual experiment steps were executed in the following
order:

• Define an experimental scenario - number of cars, locations

• Run a scenario using simple routing multiple times; each time with
different simulated events or origin – destination pairs

• Process output of the simulations and obtain speed profiles for affected
segments

• Run the scenario with the full pipeline, including PTDR with auto-
tuning enabled and Reordering phase

• Analyse logs

3.5.2 Prague bridges scenario

The simulation scenario consists of cars, events, capacity of the virtual
traffic network and routing service settings. Further description of the sim-
ulation parameters can be found in [23]. The first scenario is placed in
Prague and is based on creating artificial traffic jams on certain bridges
and observing behaviour of the traffic spilling on other bridges unaffected
by the jam.
Origin (red) and destination (blue) points of this scenario are shown in

Figure 11. The first three origin points are placed in an area behind the
river, close to a bridge which is a part of the fastest path to the destination.
The fourth origin point is placed on the other side of the river close to
the destination point to further affect traffic in this area by generating
additional load. The scenario runs 2,000 cars evenly distributed between
the four origin points. The cars depart in 2 sec. intervals simultaneously
from the origin points from the beginning of the simulation. Each car sends
a request for new route every 30 sec.
Correct behaviour of the system was also verified visually where the sys-

tem preferred less congested roads around the congested area, thus spread-
ing the traffic congestion around. Data obtained from this run were used as
a baseline for comparision with the simuluation which used the enhanced
routing pipeline.
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Figure 11: Prague bridges scenario, four red points are the origin locations,
blue point is the destination near the Oľsany cemetery in Prague

The next step after running the scenario with the simple routing is to
repeat its execution several times; each time reducing speed on a different
bridge in order to simulate traffic jam events in the road network. Average
speeds gathered from the virtual road network are then combined together
in speed profiles and probabilistic speed profiles in order to reflect differences
in the traffic behaviour induced by the events. The scenario is executed with
the generated probabilistic speed profiles using the full routing pipeline,
including the PTDR and reordering phases. The expected result is that the
mean trip time and total time of simulation will be shorter compared to the
original run with the simple routing algorithm.
It is clearly visible that segments affected in the simple scenario (left)

for the same time step had faster speeds for the optimized run (right).
Moreover, thanks to the optimization, a smaller area was affected by the
traffic, compared to the non-optimized situation. The following section
provides a detailed summary of the trip time statistics for both runs and
its comparison.
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Figure 12: Histogram of driving times with simulation runs with simple
routing (blue) and reordering (red)

3.5.3 Driving time statistics

Table 9 contains numerical characteristics of car trip times in the two sim-
ulation runs. It is clear that mean trip time in the optimized run is 13.8%
better than the un-optimized run. The longest trip time in the simulation
has been reduced by 22.32%. Another metric of interest is the total simu-
lation run time computed as time spent between departure of the first car
and arrival of the last car. In this case, the total run time is 32.22% shorter
in the optimized run. This experiment successfully validates the routing
service which uses the full pipeline with PTDR and reordering phases. The
PTDR uses the probabilistic speed profiles provided by the data collection
and the processing phase.
The blue histogram in Figure 12 was generated from trip times for the

run with simple routing. It shows a large number of outliers in the right
side of x-axis meaning that a significant amount of cars got stuck in the
traffic jam and spent several times longer time on the road compared to the
optimized run in red.
The table 5 shows results obtained for run that used the mARGOt au-

totuning framework to dynamically suggest number of a MC samples to
obtain in PTDR pipeline stage. Almost 70% of all routing requests issued
during the simulation used the 100 samples which reduced the total spent
in the PTDR phase compared to the scenario which would use only fixed
value of MC samples.
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Table 5: Sample count proportion suggested by the mARGOt autotuner for
all routing requests issued during the simulation

Samples Req. count Ratio [%]

100 58,829 69.21

300 26,203 30.79

Total req. 85,032

Table 6: Driving time statistics from simulation runs with simple routing
and reordering

Simple Full pipeline Difference [%]

Minimum 173.0 171.0 1.16

1st Quartile 399.0 393.5 1.38

Median 671.0 584.0 12.98

Mean 705.6 612.6 13.18

Std. deviation 455.3 300.7 33.96

3rd Quartile 948.0 800.0 15.61

Maximum 2,729.0 2,120.0 22.32

Total run time [s] 3,408.0 2,310.0 32.22
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4 Results discussion and conclusion

The main goal achieved by this work was the implementation of the MC in
three non-traditional areas and their deployment on a heterogeneous HPC
infrastructure. A parallel programming model was selected for each domain
while taking into account the target architecture.
The uncertainty modelling in Rainfall-Runoff models was the first MC

application. In this work we designed a simulation framework that runs a
large number of RR simulations on a generated set of input data. We have
estimated error distribution of the precipitation parameter using a kernel
density estimation method and implemented a method for sampling from
this distribution. The framework then collects output of the individual runs
and derives a set of percentiles and other statistics which are further used for
example in the hydrodynamic simulations. The framework also implements
other methods like what-if analysis and calibration methods. The used par-
allel programming model was based on hybrid MPI and OpenMP solution.
The uncertainty simulation has been applied to two RR models Math1D
and HEC-HMS. Multi node scalability of the uncertainty simulation has
also been verified on the Anselm cluster operated by IT4Innovations.
The deployment on HPC infrastructure allows to deliver a large num-

ber of precise simulations for several watersheds in a matter of minutes.
Outputs of the framework are integrated in the Floreon+ system web-based
interface which can be used to view the simulation results and to run a
user-specified what-if scenarios. The system executes the framework auto-
matically on the HPC infrastructure using the HPC as a Service solution
provided by the HEAppE[24] and provides a vital connection between the
HPC and cloud infrastructure. This result is important especially for mu-
nicipalities and governments in the disaster management process, where
quick delivery of precise simulation results plays an important role. The
developed framework has also been used as a use-case application in the
FP7 project HARPA. This work will be used as a basis to implement sim-
ilar methods in future hydrological models which will be integrated in the
Floreon+ system.
The second MC application comes from the field of traffic optimization.

We have developed the Probabilistic Time-Dependent algorithm which, in
combination with other routing algorithms, can be used to obtain an ap-
proximate solution to the stochastic routing problem. The algorithm uses
a MC based random tree walk to simulate a large number of cars passing
along a certain route. The estimated distribution of travel time can be
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used for example in intelligent transport systems to provide optimal routes
depending on time of departure. The algorithm uses the so-called prob-
abilistic speed profiles which are essentially a probability distributions of
speed on a road segment at a given point in time with a fixed number of
support points.
The PTDR algorithm was implemented in C++ and optimized for Intel

Xeon and Intel Xeon Phi processors. Scalability tests showed that CPU is a
more suitable platform to run the code compared to the accelerator mainly
due to a lack of vectorization opportunities and loop iteration dependencies
which are unfortunately defined by the algorithm. It uses the OpenMP par-
allel programming model for both CPU and accelerator as well as random
number generators provided by the Intel MKL. Fine-tuning of the algorithm
allowed us to improve the performance of the algorithm to a point where it
can be integrated to an experimental server-side navigation service which
was used as an use-case application in the H2020 project ANTAREX. Using
a custom in-house traffic simulation platform we have tested the auto-tuning
framework mARGOt developed as a part of the project by university Po-
litecnico di Milano. The simulations have demonstrated that we were able
to lower the mean trip time by 13% on a traffic scenario with 2000 cars in
Prague using a routing pipeline with the PTDR algorithm. Using the auto-
tuning framework we have been able to dynamically reduce the number of
MC samples necessary to obtain the travel time distribution which further
led to lowering the response time and improving efficiency of the routing
service. We have also demonstrated a novel approach to the implementa-
tion by using a domain specific language LARA to generate parts of the
HDF5 data access layer.
This result has the potential to be used by the future ”Smart cities” which

can use the algorithm in their traffic navigation and monitoring system. The
next step of in this work is to compare the simulation result to an already
published and well known traffic scenario. To achieve this comparison, the
individual map sources have to be first normalized as well as the properties
of the individual cars. Another planned course of action is to determine
whether the amount of cars using the server side navigation system can be
lowered while still achieving some level of traffic optimization in the given
geographical area.
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